Steve St. Pierre’s One Minute Confidence (“C”) Tip
The C Tip is an insight that will inspire, educate and/or make us think about our lives
differently. Give yourself a gift of the next minute to enjoy this message. (If you get
something out of it…share it by forwarding to someone you care about.)

March 26th, 2015
The Traveler’s Gift: Seven Decisions that Determine Personal Success - The Second
Decision (part 1)i
After visiting Harry Truman, David Ponder is thrown into biblical times – right onto King
Solomon’s doorstep. David watches as King Solomon presides over the well-known
baby-knapping case: one woman claims that another woman stole her baby. To settle
the matter, King Solomon says that he will cut the baby in half, and the two women can
split him. The fake mother agrees to this plan, but real mother begs the King not to kill
the baby. The real mother is then reunited with her baby, who remains unharmed.
King Solomon then speaks to David. David, thinking about his own family and worrying
he can longer provide for them, asks, “How do I prepare for an uncertain future?” King
Solomon replies simply, “Seek wisdom.” The King goes on to explain that David’s
problem is that he hears, but does not listen. We must seek the guidance of and listen
to those who are wise.
“Guard your associations carefully,” the King tells him. “When you tolerate mediocrity in
your choice of companions, you become more comfortable with mediocrity in your own
life.” Seek the companionship and counsel of the wise; disassociate from the mediocre
or the ignorant.
Next week: We look into the Second Decision for Success: I will seek wisdom.
Quote:
“When a king begins to act like a king, it is not long before someone else is king!
Serving is a way we can place value on one another. A wise man is a server.” – King
Solomon, The Traveler’s Gift
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We help create confident futures!
The Traveler’s Gift is written by Andy Andrews, a best- selling novelist and speaker for
many organizations. He has spoken for four different United States Presidents and
appears on networks such as CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC. He is also the author of
New York Times best-seller The Noticer, as well as The Heart Mender, The Butterfly
Effect, and The Boy Who Changed the World. (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, Inc.,
2002). Andy Andrews is not affiliated with LPL Financial.
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